Attendees: Emily M, Cory, Rachel, Jiayin, Idan, Alex D., Lily, Joseph

Agenda:
1. Recruitment rules -- remember to look at the survey results.
   - 136 respondents; 68% change this year, 16% change next year, 15% don’t change
   - suggestions: remove moratorium, keep other rules; different rules for graduate students?; do this as a trial basis
   - Proposal 1: get rid of the moratorium, MIT’s policies still apply regarding harassment, etc., but keep all spring and summer rules
   - only have no “recruiting events”

   **VOTE: Spring summer rules:** Option 1-- completely get rid of them; Option 2--keep them unchanged (7); Option 3--make significant changes

   **VOTE: August rules:** Option 1-- get rid off entirely with text about harrassment not okay (5), Option 2--make serious changes to them (2); Option 3-- keep them intact (0)
   - need to change website and should get it’s own ASA official
   - send out a summary of the survey with the announcement

2. FYSM -- Cory found out how we can e-mail undergrads; need more information for graduate students
   - Alex was updating web interface; code is written, will be sent out soon and deployed mid-week
   - send these out Friday?
   - Freshmen will be sent link on July 31st ish (or around then)

2.5. Midway -- 12-5pm; Cory
   - GSC would like grad student focused midway space; midway time is fine with grad orientation schedule

2.75. Space -- Emily met with Ducky; might be helpful to have better membership numbers; no one likes the idea of groups keeping track in our database of their large capital items

2.9. Groups -- general updates

2.95. Bulletins -- no one is dealing with them right now

**closed meeting**

Joseph and Idan left

5. LEF ARCADE -- email out new vote?

TASKS:
- **Alex D., Rachel:** ASA official with this change-- moratorium, this is a trial, we’ll be asking for a lot of feedback; during the moratorium, other rules do apply, esp. harassment (aim for Tuesday for voting on text); google form for feedback
- **Rachel:** groups who had been assigned liasons need to be reached out and told no more
- website update with this change (aim for Tuesday for voting on text)
- **Cory** will e-mail Liz Young to find out when is okay to e-mail frosh and ALSO when the midway is; will set up a meeting with CITE
- **Lily and Idan** -- find out a way to contact graduate students with FYSM, preferably digitally
- **Emily**-- find out if MSA knows their locker is empty; contact archives if they want the HTGAMIT; work on reallocation of space
- **Rachel**-- new vote via email regarding Ashdown LEF ARCADE events
- **Rachel** -- check with Idan / others if meeting earlier is better

- Meeting again this time next week